No Applications for DBAs for NAMES!

By Anna Von Reitz

I never told anyone to apply for or pay any State of State for a DBA to do business under their own NAMES.

Ever.

You go through all this trouble to reclaim your Trade Name and seize the Derivative Names/NAMES and move them all back to safety on the land and soil of your State of the Union, and then you go pay the State of State to use your own NAME?

Are you nuts?

If you pay THEM to use your own NAME who owns the NAME?

THEM OR YOU?

Think, people! Use your own brains!

And if you can't use your own brains——— use mine, and follow my directions.

Don't half-use my directions and then mix-and-match and muddle around for yourselves and then blame me because you wind up in jail, fined, and abused.

Pay attention to the LOGIC of things. How on Earth could anyone ever swallow paying a commercial corporation for the use of their own NAME?

You have undermined the entire process by doing so, all that you are working for. Just because it says the Assumed Name Certificate is in preparation for a new business license doesn't give the go ahead and tell you to apply anywhere for anything, does it?

Since when do you have to apply for a "license" to conduct your own business when you own everything in sight, including the States of States?

Did I ever once say, oh, run down the local State of State and pay them for a license to use your own NAME??? Ever?

Anyone who has applied for a DBA from any State of State for their own NAME needs to immediately cancel and revoke any such action.

You already possess your own Name and the DERIVATIVES and have it safely on the land and soil by using my process and directions. Applying for a DBA to use your own NAME simply goes back into the same old trap and hands the keys to your "VESSEL" to the rats.

I want to make it very clear that I am not responsible for anyone's "bad luck" who adds anything to or subtracts anything from the process set out for you. If I didn't specifically tell you to do it, don't.

See this article and over 1700 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.